**A World of Hope**

By Annabelle Zigler

I dream of a world where every day feels like

A rainbow after a storm. All of the children would be riding on the backs of unicorns and all of the adults would be dancing in the sky.

Maybe you think that this is just a dream, but if you

Hope for this it may not come true, but it will keep your nightmares away.

Over and over again if you have scary nights just dream of the world you want to live in. Maybe it is a

Place where people peacefully sing or a place where

Every song sounds like the taste of a slice of birthday cake

Full of sprinkles and frosting.

Unfortunately, this is not what the world is always

Like. There is not enough peace in the world right now. Maybe children can't really ride unicorns, but they should be able to ride school buses without any

Fear. You should not have to think about your safety.

Opening the bus door should feel like a blast of good energy – not an escape

Route.

*I am hopeful for a world where every day feels like a rainbow after a storm.*